Applications Invited for ‘Project Assistant’ Position under DST-SERB Project

Applications are invited for a Project Assistant (could be enrolled as a Ph.D. scholar) under a DST-SERB project entitled as – Azobenzene/Spiropyran-derived N-Heterocyclic Carbenes and their Transition Metal Complexes to Control Organic Transformations ‘on Demand’.

**Principle Investigator:** Dr Pintu Kumar Kundu, Assistant Professor, Research Institute and Department of Chemistry, SRM University, Kattankulathur, Chennai, Tamil Nadu 603 203. To know more about PI, visit [https://sites.google.com/site/kundupintu09122014/home](https://sites.google.com/site/kundupintu09122014/home)

**Fellowship:** Rs 16,000 plus 20% HRA per month for three years as per the norms.

**Essential qualification:** M.Sc. in Chemistry (Gate or CSIR qualified candidates are preferred).

**Desirable qualification:** Bachelor of Science with Chemistry as one of the major subjects. Candidate with prior experience on synthetic organic chemistry would get preference.

**Age limit:** 28 years or below till last date of application.

Eligible candidates are requested to send their CV within 15 days of this advertisement via e-mail to Dr Pintu Kumar Kundu (e-mail: pintukumar.k@ktr.srmuniv.ac.in). Candidates short-listed for the interview will be intimated through e-mail.

---

**Ph.D. Positions December 2016**

Ph.D. positions are open in the Center for Computational Natural Sciences and Bioinformatics at the International Institute of Information Technology in the areas of Computational Chemistry and Computational Biophysics.

**Research areas:** Computational nanosciences, DNA repair, Protein and RNA folding, Biological and synthetic ion channels, and Drug-receptor interactions.

**Eligibility:** M.Sc. or M.Tech. in Chemistry, Physics, Bioinformatics or Systems biology.

**How to apply?** Curriculum vitae along with a cover letter may be sent by e-mail to devalab@iiit.ac.in before 20th November 2016.

Those short-listed will be called for an interview at IIIT-H. Candidates with research fellowships (e.g. UGC-CSIR, BINC, etc.) and those who are eligible for DST-INSPIRE fellowship are automatically short-listed for the interview.

For more details, visit: [http://iiit.ac.in/~deva/](http://iiit.ac.in/~deva/)